
SAP STAFF &
RESOURCE
AUGMENTATION
SERVICES



Finding skilled SAP professionals is
crucial for businesses aiming for digital
transformation. The demand is high, but
retaining talent is tough. SAP Staff &
Resource Augmentation helps. Whether
starting a new project or strengthening
the team, it provides flexible solutions to
meet business needs efficiently.



What is Resource & Staff
Augmentation in SAP?
Boost your team with skilled SAP
experts from external sources. Tap
into diverse roles like developers,
consultants, and project managers
through specialized contractors or
consulting firms.



Why increase the number
of SAP Products & Staff?
Upgrade your team with SAP
professionals to gain specialized skills
and knowledge. Access diverse expertise
and adapt team size as needed for
project demands. Enjoy flexibility and
scalability to meet evolving requirements
efficiently.



Save money: Hiring full-time staff is
pricey, especially for short-term or
specialized jobs. Infrastructure offers a
cheaper option, letting you bring in
temporary talent without the cost of
hiring full-time employees.
Faster launch: Outsourcing speeds up
implementation and gets your SAP
projects to market quicker. With a
skilled team in place, there's no need
for a lengthy hiring process, giving your
business a head start.



To get started with SAP
Resource & Staff
Augmentation
Evaluate project needs, pinpoint areas
needing support. Identify required skills.
Pick trusted SAP enhancement partner
with proven success and deep
qualifications.



Expanding the importance of
SAP Resource & Staff
Augmentation:
Need SAP expertise? Access specialized
skills like SAP HANA developers and
consultants through Enhancement Services.
Fill skill gaps and ensure project success
with professionals tailored to your needs.



SAP Staff Augmentation adapts to
your business needs, scaling up or
down as required. Ensure the right
workforce size for projects without
overspending. Flexibility to adjust
resources saves money.
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